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Alumasc is a UK-based supplier of premium building products, systems and solutions

 ■ Almost 80% of group sales are driven by building regulations and specifications (architects and 
structural engineers) because of the performance characteristics offered

 ■ Over 90% of group sales relate to one or more of the following long-term strategic growth drivers:
 ■ Energy management
 ■ Water management
 ■ Bespoke architectural solutions
 ■ Ease of construction (including off-site construction)

 ■ Our strategy is enabling us to outperform the UK construction market, and we are leveraging this 
through growth in export sales

 ■ All Alumasc businesses have strong positions and brands in their individual specialist markets
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Blackdown Greenroofs was established in 1999 in the Blackdown Hills, an area of outstanding natural 
beauty, in Somerset. Blackdown Greenroofs was purchased by The Alumasc Group in 2008 and as part of 
the group, share the focus on sustainable building products, which enable customers to manage energy 
and water in the built environment.

Who We Are

Why Blackdown Greenroofs

As part of The Alumasc Group, Blackdown Greenroofs offers a complete supply and installation solution 
for all roof and podium landscaped projects, coupled with the peace of mind associated with a large  
PLC. The Alumasc Group actively pursues sustainability in the range of products and systems offered and 
is committed to continuous assessment of procedures and quality control standards.

Experienced in-house contracts teams oversee each project, delivering high-quality installations in 
compliance with the specification, project programme and within budget. Blackdown Greenroofs employ 
dedicated contracts managers and supervisors to ensure that each job runs efficiently, health and safety 
requirements are adhered to and that there is regular communication between ourselves, our contracts 
partners and project managers.

We advise our clients on the most appropriate planting strategy for the project, tailoring the planting to 
suit the brief. This dedication to detail also follows through to the hard landscaping elements. Paving, 
decking, soft surfaces and planters are all installed using qualified and skilled operatives ensuring the 
highest precision and project success. If required, Blackdown Greenroofs’ in-house horticulturalist can 
offer tailored maintenance programmes to help ensure the long-term success of  
each installation.

About

www.blackdown.co.uk

Green Roof and Podium Landscaping Solutions
The Specialist in Supply, Installation and Maintenance of Green Roof 
Systems, Balcony Finishes and Podium Landscaping Solutions. 
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Our Green Roof and Landscaping Systems
With Blackdown's range of systems we can provide the ideal solution for your project, 
whether it's a recreational space for residents, a wildlife friendly environment or to 

simply improve the aesthetic of your project. Our green roof and podium landscaping 
systems offer the designer the widest choice in roof, podium and balcony finishes. 

Intensive Green Roof Systems

These versatile green roof systems can  
support a range of planting types including: 
trees, shrubs, and lawns as well as different 
hard landscaping finishes, such as integrated 

play and recreation facilities.

Semi-Intensive Green Roof Systems

These systems are characterised by: 
herbaceous perennials, grasses, and smaller 
varieties of shrubs, which are supported by 
a deeper layer of substrate. Semi-intensive 

systems require a moderate amount of 
maintenance and occasional irrigation during 

periods of prolonged low rainfall. 

Extensive Green Roof Systems

These systems are ideal for improving air and 
water quality as well as having the ability 
to absorb carbon emissions and airborne 
particulates. They're lightweight, require 
minimum levels of annual maintenance 

and shouldn't need any additional artificial 
irrigation once they're fully established. 
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Intensive Green Roof Systems 
Intensive green roofs can offer all the features and benefits of a domestic garden or city park, providing areas for 
recreation and amenity. Intensive green roofs are becoming increasingly popular in city centres and high-density 
housing projects.

Intensive

Vegetation 
Due to the deeper substrate depths and permanent irrigation systems commonly associated with intensive green 
roofs, the planting can be as varied as lawns, trees, herbaceous borders and specimen shrubs.

Key Features 

Substrate 
Blackdown's intensive substrates are closer in 
characteristics to a topsoil, having higher levels of 
nutrient and a narrower range of particle sizes - these 
are ideally suited to lawns, trees and shrubs. 

Associated Items
 ■ Manual and automatic irrigation systems

 ■ Lockable outlet inspection chambers

Fact Sheets
 ■ Maintenance

Landscaping Features 

Decking: Blackdown Greenroofs regularly install a range of decking to complement intensive green roofs and 
urban living spaces. Traditionally these have been manufactured from hardwoods built from a wooden frame, 
but composite decking systems using aluminium joist systems are becoming increasingly popular. These low 
maintenance decking systems can look and feel both traditional and contemporary. 

Paving: Paving is an integral part of many intensive pedestrian roof spaces, and with a wide selection of colours, 
sizes and textures it's a very popular choice.

Planters & fixed furnishings: As well as pedestrian surface finishes Blackdown Greenroofs are able to install gates, 
pergolas, boundary divisions, planters and fixed garden furnishings to outdoor living spaces.

Play equipment: Increasingly, play equipment design is being adapted so that it can be installed safely on podiums. 
Our technical teams can assist with the specification and installation of play systems on podiums.

Intensive Green Roof
Build-up height (mm) 235-1500+

Drainage layer (mm) 60

Saturated weight (kg per m2) Dependent upon final system design

Planted coverage at installation (%) Dependent upon planting

Maximum pitch (degrees) 0

Irrigation requirements Required

Maintenance requirements Frequent - dependent upon planting

* System summary represents our standard systems - if you have specific requirements please contact Blackdown 
Greenroofs direct
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Semi-Intensive Green Roof
Build-up height (mm) 200

Drainage layer (mm) 21

Saturated weight (kg per m2) 196

Planted coverage at installation (%) 5-95

Maximum pitch (degrees) 20

Irrigation requirements Initially up to establishment

Maintenance requirements Recommended twice per annum

Semi-Intensive

Semi-Intensive Green Roof Systems 

Blackdown's semi-intensive green roofs provide the opportunity to increase the range and diversity of plant 
species used on the roof environment without having to specify a heavy intensive system. Drought tolerant and 
low maintenance planting can be used to great effect to provide biodiversity and at the same time, offer an 
aesthetically pleasing look. Applications can include office, retail and residential blocks. Semi-intensive green roofs 
can also be used to help blend buildings into a rural setting and help projects to achieve BREEAM targets.

Vegetation 

A wide range of planting options are available, typically 
these are in the form of plug plants and seed. Drought 
tolerant perennials, herbs, grasses and sedums can 
be incorporated into the mix, along with annuals 
or specially blended seed mixes that help replicate 
targeted habitats. 

Key Features 

Substrate 
Blackdown's semi-intensive substrate is required 
for this type and range of planting. This substrate 
offers increased water holding capacity whilst still 
providing sufficient air and granulometric distribution 
to encourage strong root growth. This substrate offers 
slightly lower levels of organic matter and nutrient 
content than our intensive substrates. 

Associated Items
 ■ Loose laid aluminium containment detail (powder 

coated options available)

 ■ Lockable outlet inspection chambers

Fact Sheets
 ■ Maintenance

 ■ Temporary irrigation

* System summary represents our standard systems - if you have specific requirements please contact Blackdown 
Greenroofs direct



Extensive - Brown

Extensive Brown Roof 

Blackdown's biodiverse brown roofs provide an ideal opportunity to recreate or replace loss of missing habitats. 
Having a defined and clear goal, i.e. re-establishment of habitats for Black Redstarts or incorporating areas suitable 
for the Digger Wasp (nysson trimaculatus), helps Blackdown to specifically tailor the biodiverse specification to the 
required goal. 

Vegetation 

Brown roofs, as the name suggests, don’t have any 
plant material incorporated in them at the point of 
installation. This type of roof predominately relies on 
seed being introduced to the bare substrate either by 
birds or being blown in on the wind.

Key Features 

Substrate 
Blackdown's biodiverse substrate is ideally suited for 
this type of habitat creation. By mounding the substrate 
and including habitat incidentals such as piles of shelter 
stones, mixed aggregates and partially buried logs, the 
green roof can be further enhanced to attract a variety 
of flora and fauna. 

Associated Items
 ■ Loose laid aluminium containment detail (powder 

coated options available)

 ■ Lockable outlet inspection chambers

 ■ Habitat incidentals

Fact Sheets
 ■ Maintenance

* System summary represents our standard systems - if you have specific requirements please contact Blackdown 
Greenroofs direct

Extensive Brown Green Roof
Build-up height (mm) 92-170

Drainage layer (mm) 12-21

Saturated weight (kg per m2) 112-213

Planted coverage at installation (%) 0

Maximum pitch (degrees) 0-8

Irrigation requirements Not required

Maintenance requirements Recommended twice per annum

Extensive Sedum Green Roof
Build-up height (mm) 82-100

Drainage layer (mm) 12-21

Saturated weight (kg per m2) 88-102

Planted coverage at installation (%) 5-95

Maximum pitch (degrees) 0-45

Irrigation requirements Initially up to establishment

Maintenance requirements Recommended twice per annum

Extensive - Sedum

Extensive Sedum Roof 

Blackdown's extensive sedum roofs provide a lightweight, drought tolerant and low maintenance green roof 
solution. The system is suitable for lightweight roof decks and providing the roofs have additional substrate 
retention systems incorporated, can be installed on roofs with a pitch of up to 45 degrees. 

Vegetation 

Extensive green roofs make use of hardy, drought 
tolerant sedum planting which include native and non-
native species. The plant selection is chosen to offer a 
wide range of colours, forms and growing habits which 
will provide the best coverage and aesthetic.

Key Features 

Substrate 
Blackdown's extensive substrates are made from 
selected organic and inorganic materials, all of which 
have known origin. These materials are blended to 
specific mixes that are best suited to the types of 
planting specified. Blackdown's substrates are tested 
and certified to industry standards. 

Associated Items
 ■ Loose laid aluminium containment detail (powder 

coated options available)

 ■ Lockable outlet inspection chambers

Fact Sheets
 ■ Maintenance

 ■ Temporary irrigation

 ■ NatureMat® or sedum plug plant composition

* System summary represents our standard systems - if you have specific requirements please contact Blackdown 
Greenroofs direct
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Extensive - Biodiverse

Extensive Biodiverse Roof 

Blackdown's biodiverse roofs provide an ideal opportunity to recreate or replace loss of threatened habitats, such  
as those rich in calorific seeds. Having a defined and clear goal, i.e. re-establishing habitats suitable for foraging 
birds that rely on seed bearing plants, helps Blackdown to specifically tailor the biodiverse specification to the 
required goals.

Vegetation 

A wide variety of plant species can be incorporated into 
a biodiverse roof, and this will depend on what type 
of habitat is being encouraged to form. Typically, the 
planting can be in the form of plugs or seed. Blackdown 
have access to a wide range of specialist seed mixes 
which can form part or all of the planting matrix. 
Localised areas of bare, unplanted substrate can also be 
beneficial for encouraging biodiversity.

Key Features 

Substrate 
Blackdown's biodiverse substrate is blended specifically 
for this type of habitat creation and low nutrient 
planting. By mounding the substrate and including 
habitat incidentals such as piles of shelter stones, mixed 
aggregates and partially buried logs, the green roof can 
be further enhanced to attract a variety of species. 

Associated Items
 ■ Loose laid aluminium containment detail (powder 

coated options available)

 ■ Lockable outlet inspection chambers

 ■ Habitat incidentals

Fact Sheets
 ■ Maintenance

 ■ Temporary irrigation

 ■ Wildflower seed and plug plant composition

Extensive Biodiverse Green Roof
Build-up height (mm) 92-170

Drainage layer (mm) 12-21

Saturated weight (kg per m2) 112-213

Planted coverage at installation (%) 5-10

Maximum pitch (degrees) 0-8

Irrigation requirements Dependent upon planting

Maintenance requirements Recommended twice per annum

* System summary represents our standard systems - if you have specific requirements please contact Blackdown 
Greenroofs direct

Biosolar & Landscaping

Biosolar 

Biosolar is a term used to describe the integration 
of planted green roof (typically biodiverse) with PV 
or solar panels. In some cases the PV/solar frame is 
ballasted by the weight of the green roof substrate. 
These shaded areas of substrate can provide a wide 
range of environments in which to incorporate a 
more diverse selection of plant material i.e. full sun, 
partial shade, and full shade, this is quite a unique 
environment for roof planting which is normally in  
full sun and could be seen as being beneficial to 
increasing biodiversity. 

Hard Landscaping 

Most roof or podium landscaping schemes now 
incorporate hard landscaping to allow for pedestrian 
access. Material such as stone, concrete, ceramic tiles 
and composite decking are commonplace on terraces 
and podiums. These are typically installed on adjustable 
pedestals and metal joists which offer innumerable 
variations for layout, incorporation with other materials 
and, importantly, ease of access to subsurface routed 
services and outlets. Since we installed our first 
intensive green roof back in the very early noughties, 
we have gone onto install or contribute to numerous 
intensive schemes, which incorporate materials from 
national and international manufacturers, in cities 
around the UK.

Soft Landscaping 

Blackdown regularly work closely with internationally 
recognised landscape architectural practices in 
conjunction with UK based growers and nurseries to 
ensure that planting schemes are installed according 
to the specification. If a permanent irrigation system is 
specified we will work with the designated provider or 
offer our own installation service to suit all budgets  
and briefs.
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BluRoof Warm Roof Build-up, 
with Extensive Green Roof
1. Blackdown substrate and sedums

2. Stone vegetation barrier

3. Blackdown Filter Sheet

4. Blackdown 25mm Drainage Layer

5. BluRoof Void Former

6. BluRoof cap sheet

7. Alumasc underlay

8. Alumasc PIR insulation

9. Alumasc air & vapour control layer

10. Treated timber batten

11. Harmer Modulock access cover

12. Harmer BluRoof drainage outlet

13. Alumasc BluRoof flow restrictor
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BluRoof

Stormwater Management 

The Alumasc BluRoof system is designed to alleviate flood risk by reducing and controlling the peak rate of 
discharge from roofs in compliance with design requirements. 

This facilitates the detention of stormwater up to a prescribed maximum hydraulic head for subsequent controlled 
discharge over an elongated period of time. 

BluRoof is an excellent choice for urban areas where land excavation is at a premium. Considerable project cost 
savings can be achieved compared to underground excavation. 

The system is suited for use in buried applications, such as raised podium deck surfaces and is ideal for use with a 
green roof. By combining the Blackdown Greenroofs and BluRoof systems, the retention of stormwater in the green 
roof's layers, i.e. plants, substrate and drainage/reservoir layer, complements the detention of stormwater by the 
blue roof to provide valuable additional drainage capacity.

Warm Roof Solutions 

BluRoof Waterproofing System 

The dual-reinforced BluRoof built-up bituminous waterproofing system is specified as a fully-bonded system, with 
extended and pressure-rolled laps for excellent watertight integrity. The roof-resistant waterproofing layer has a 
mineral-free surface which reduces the risk of blockages. 

Harmer BluRoof Drainage Outlet 

Harmer BluRoof outlets restrict the maximum permissible discharge of stormwater by the inclusion of a flow 
restriction device that is removable for maintenance and adaptable to future climate change.

Why a Blue Roof? 

The recent increased frequency and severity of flooding in the UK has served to highlight the need to complement 
conventional drainage systems with a range of sustainable measures that can provide additional drainage capacity. 

Blue roofs are a relatively inexpensive option as, unlike most other Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) tools, they 
occupy otherwise-redundant roof space without extending beyond the building's footprint into scarce and expensive 
urban ground space.
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Case Studies

The Old Vinyl Factory is a compelling project and was one of the largest 
regeneration projects in West London, home to a new community 
of more than 630 apartments with commercial and leisure facilities 
including restaurants, shops, cafes and bars. 

The four 'warehouse' blocks of Material Store rise above a central podium 
area, an oasis of private patios and a large communal garden space. 
Each of the tower roofs and link spaces are landscaped using paving, 
planters containing mature shrubs and trees, and mounded areas of lawn 
and artificial surfaces. All the planters have fully automated irrigation 
systems which are controlled by a central hub. The purpose of the 
design was to provide an extended living space for the inhabitants of the 
building.

The central podium area has a striking central undulating lawn of natural 
turf and artificial play and safety surfaces, interspersed with semi-
mature Betula utilis Jacquemontii planted within the deeper ridges. To 
one end of this open communal space is a play area with safety surfaces 
and interactive play equipment. Composite decking and paving border 
the green central zone. Each of the apartments are able to enjoy a 
private patio area screened with planters and tall planting, with gated 
access to the central communal areas. Blackdown are proud to have 
played such a prominent role by installing and creating these intensive 
roof and podium spaces. 

Material Store
West London

Blackdown Greenroofs landscape 
the green roof for the contemporary 
communal area at Material Store

Alumasc's BluRoof and Blackdown 
Greenroofs' landscaping combine 
to provide a sustainable solution

Redcliff Quarter
Bristol

Redcliff Quarter is a bustling new neighbourhood for Bristol, bringing 
together restaurants, a 4-star hotel, offices and apartments. The 
600,000m2 development has an urban artisan design reflecting the 
area's industrial heritage. The architecture includes wider pavements, 
rooftop and courtyard gardens, balconies and terraces, all targeting 
BREEAM excellent ratings for the commercial buildings.

Blackdown installed a combination of extensive and intensive green 
roofs on the terraces, roofs and podiums, all of which were constructed 
over the Alumasc Derbigum BluRoof sustainable drainage solution. 
The roof gardens have combined bespoke powder coated planters, 
with integral hardwood seating and semi-mature trees, shrubs and 
herbaceous planting together with contrasting paving. These open 
roof gardens offer the residents the opportunity to relax and enjoy 
the panoramic views over old Bristol Docks and the gentle hills of the 
Ashton Court Estate beyond.

Blackdown Greenroofs worked directly with both the main contractor, 
Galliford Try and with Span Roofing, who undertook the roofing 
installation package. Alumasc Roofing's site monitoring technical teams 
carried out regular site visits to ensure compliance with the warranty 
and that codes of practice were observed.
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